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Temporal coding in gene regulation1
ANDERS HANSEN, UC Berkeley
Cells face the fundamental problem of having to respond to a nearly unlimited set of distinct input signals with a highly
limited set of signaling pathways. Accordingly, many signaling networks exhibit a bow-tie topology: multiple distinct signal
inputs (e.g. hormone or stress exposure) converge on a single master regulator, often a transcription factor (TF), which
then controls the expression of diﬀerent downstream target genes. This raises the question of how speciﬁcity is achieved.
We will discuss recent evidence2 that signal input speciﬁcity is encoded through regulation of TF activation dynamics. For
example, in budding yeast the master TF Msn2 exhibits short pulses of activity with dose-dependent frequency in response
to glucose starvation, but sustained activation with dose-dependent amplitude in response to oxidative stress3 . Combining
high-throughput microﬂuidics with quantitative time-lapse microscopy, we will show that gene promoters exhibit diﬀerent
activation timescales (slow vs. fast) and thresholds (low vs. high), such that four extreme promoter classes exist4 . Further,
we will show that each promoter class can be preferentially induced by a speciﬁc set of Msn2 dynamics such that four distinct
gene expression programs can be encoded in the dynamics of a single TF5 and that promoter class correlates with gene
function. Together, our results reveal a temporal code where cells encode both signal identity and intensity information in
the activation dynamics of TFs and then decode this information at the promoter level. This may allow cells to respond
speciﬁcally to many signal inputs despite having few signaling pathways.
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